How to Fit a Sunwood Wood Blinds

How To Install

Step 1
Select the type of bracket
Select the method of mounting that best suits your purpose.
A. Inside mounting to the inside or between the sides of the window frame.
B. Outside mounting to the face or outside the window frame
C. Ceiling mounting to an overhead surface such as the top inside of window frame or the ceiling.

Step 2 Mark Bracket positions
Measure where you want the blind to hang. Make sure that the blind is centered and level.
When it is positioned properly, make a small pencil mark at each side of the blind to show
where you attach the mounting brackets.

Step 3 Attach first bracket
Hold one bracket with the door section opening outwards and to the side, at desired height and width you have chosen
and mark the screw holes with a pencil. Insert and tighten screw through bracket slot. Use rawl plugs where necessary.

Step 4 Attach second bracket level with first
After the first bracket is mounted, carefully position and attach the second bracket.
Double check to be sure it is level with the first bracket and that the brackets are
the proper distance apart.

Step 5 Attach center support bracket(s)
Choose an appropriate position for the center support bracket. Ensure that the position choosen
will not clash with the any vertical cords on the blind itself. Ensure that center bracket is level
with left and right bracket.

Step 6 Hang blind
Pick up the blind and slide the head rail into the brackets. Make sure that the
blind cord and the tilt cord or tilt wand mechanism faces toward you. Close the
front cap/door on each bracket.

Step 7 Assemble Valance

Step 8 Finished blind

Step 8 Optional. Attach hold down bracket

